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2 of 2 review helpful Very good read Read it in one day By Jan Hoddy Loved this book It is one I would read again 
Felt like the characters were like friends Hated for the book to be over Many twists and turns and I didn t see them 
coming which I usually do Will look for more from this author 4 of 4 review helpful I thoroughly enjoyed reading this 
book B Esther Effie Solomon Banks has summoned her children to their family camp on the lake for a mandatory 
meeting Everyone assumes that this is just a normal reunion an excuse to get them together as they have not all been in 
one place since the death of their father five years prior The Banks children believe that they ll only have to put up 
with each other for this one day before returning to their own lives What they don t know is that Effie is about to 
unleash a 
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